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Power, in the sense of capacity to wage nuclear
war against another nuclear state, or on the other hand, to
abandon the rest of the world and retire into complete •
isolation_without disastrous economic consequences, is now,
in practice, limited to two or three statese Even with
those, the consequences of nuclear victory would be about
as disastrous as those of nuclear defeat e

Realization of this-fact has put an effective curb
upon the freedom of choice and, therefore, the sovereignty
of even-the super-stateso The concept of power-balance has
given way to the doctrine of nuclear deterrento Even the
Soviet Union, rather belatedly, seems to have realized that
it is not entirely free to throw its atomic weight around
and, making a virtue out of necessity, is offering us
°peaceful co-existenceQ o

If the great have been limited in this way, how
much less freedom of choice remains for snaller statesa
Indeed, whatever power these states now have can perhaps be
most effectively used by the influence they may exert,
either alone or even more in association with others, on
the policy of the super-powero I suppose, in essence, that
- and fear. - are the main reasons which now hold coalitions
of free-states, such as NATO, together ,

Smaller and newer states are often more sensitive
about their sovereign rights even than larger and older oneso
That is understandable . If a smaller power were not jealous
of what it has, it soon might not have anythingo And it is
not surprising if a country which has only recently gained
freedom and sovereignty is not as aware as an older state
should be of the limitations, as well as the responsibilities,
of that freedcm .

I do not suggest, of course, that nationalism should
not find expression in political freedom until these limita-
tions and responsibilities are sure to be acceptedo Never-
theless, if they have any sense of political or economic
reality, smaller powers must recognize that isolation or
neutralism or whatever they may call it, is today not likely
to get them very far in controlling their own destinies . It
is primarily by working with others that smaller countries
can exercise influence-on the big decisions by the big powers
which so largely determine their own fateo This should
strengthen their belief In international co-operation and
international oraun~.7utiion . It may also make them insistent
on a voice and authority within this co-operation and these
organizationsa in the effort to recapture some of the control* . .
over their own fortunes which they may once have possesse d
but a large part of which, it must be admitted, most of them
have now lost . While this is true, the atom bomb has-also


